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Abstract: With services in cloud manufacturing expanding, cloud manufacturers increasingly use
service level agreements (SLAs) to guarantee business processing cooperation between CSPs and
CSCs (cloud service providers and cloud service consumers). Although blockchain and smart contract
technologies are critical innovations in cloud computing, consensus algorithms in Blockchain as a
Service (BaaS) systems often overlook the importance of SLAs. In fact, SLAs play a crucial role in
establishing clear commitments between a service provider and a customer. There are currently
no effective consensus algorithms that can monitor the SLA and provide service level priority. To
address this issue, we propose a novel KNN-based consensus algorithm that classifies transactions
based on their priority. Any factor that impacts the priority of the transaction can be used to calculate
the distance in the KNN algorithm, including the SLA definition, the smart contract type, the CSC
type, and the account type. This paper demonstrates the full functionality of the enhanced consensus
algorithm. With this new method, the CSP in BaaS systems can provide improved services to the
CSC. Experimental results obtained by adopting the enhanced consensus algorithm show that the
SLA is better satisfied in the BaaS systems.

Keywords: BaaS system; blockchain consensus algorithm; KNN; service level agreement; transaction priority

1. Introduction

Blockchain, business analytics, and the Internet of Things (IoT) are the emerging in-
dustry trends to which scholars and practitioners have paid much attention in recent years.
The state-of-the-art research related to these technologies has been summarized by Zhang
and Chen [1]. Blockchain as a Service (BaaS) is a new technology that combines cloud
computing and blockchain technology. As a third-party service, BaaS provides customers
with the ability to create and manage blockchain-based networks through cloud technol-
ogy. It is a relatively new technology trend that provides third-party services within the
blockchain technology domain. Blockchain applications are more than just cryptocurrency
transactions. They have expanded to encompass all types of secure transactions. As a
result, hosting services are increasingly in demand. Blockchain technology has been used
to provide services to more customers as a service model through the cloud. This model
works similarly to SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS models, which support the usage of cloud-based
applications and storage. Blockchain technology is complex, and much effort is required
to build, maintain, and monitor a blockchain system when applied. In order to increase
the accessibility of the blockchain and distributed ledgers, we need to leverage blockchain
with lower costs and less overhead, especially for businesses. BaaS is a promising technical
option that can meet these goals [2]. However, critical issues in current public blockchain
systems prevent them from being used as a generic platform for different services and
applications. Bitcoin can handle about 5.5 transactions per second (TPS), and Ethereum
can process about 20 TPS, which is far below the mainstream payment systems. There is
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no silver bullet that solves all of these problems due to the Trilemma, as mentioned by the
founder of Ethereum, Vitalik Buterin: public blockchain systems can have only two of the
following three properties: decentralization, scalability, and security [3].

Most previous studies have not solved the scalability issue well. It is difficult for cloud
service providers (CSPs) to guarantee effective SLA with cloud service consumers (CSCs).
There are some studies that achieve better data query/sharing services based on blockchain
service, such as BlockShare [4], Verifiable Query Layer (VQL) [5], and vChain+ [6], but these
services cannot solve the SLA issue. To address the SLA issue in the BaaS environment, this
paper proposes a novel KNN-based consensus algorithm by classifying the transactions
with priority. Any factor that impacts the priority of the transaction can be used to calculate
the distance in the KNN algorithm. Such factors include the SLA definition, the smart
contract type, the CSC type, and the account type.

This paper has three main contributions: (1) A simple supervised learning method,
KNN, is used to build a consensus algorithm for the first time. (2) With the realization of
the full functionality of the enhanced consensus algorithm, the CSP in the BaaS systems
can provide improved services to the CSC. (3) Experimental results demonstrate that the
SLA is better satisfied in the BaaS systems. The transaction with higher priority that arrives
later is executed early.

We have organized the rest of the paper as follows. Section 2 provides a review of
related work. Section 3 depicts the problem studied in this paper. Section 4 describes prelim-
inaries, such as BaaS, cloud computing SLA in BaaS, and the KNN algorithm. The proposed
KNN-based consensus algorithm is detailed in Section 5. Section 6 reports and analyzes
the experimental results. Section 7 concludes this paper.

2. Related Work
2.1. Evolution of Consensus Algorithms

In decentralization, any node in a blockchain can submit a transaction to be stored in
the system, so it is important that there are processes that can ensure that each node reaches
a consensus to accept or reject the submitted transactions. These processes are essentially
considered consensus algorithms.

PoW is the first consensus protocol used in blockchain. It works with Bitcoin and
Ethereum, among others. In each round of consensus, PoW uses computational power
competition to decide which node can pack recent transactions into a new block. PoW guar-
antees eventual consistency based on the major distributed nodes with high computational
power in reaching a consensus. It is a probabilistic-finality consensus protocol [7].

PoS was created to overcome shortages that occur when PoW consumes too much com-
putational power. In each round of consensus, PoS considers not only the computational
power but also the stake held when deciding which node can pack recent transactions into
a new block. The difference between PoS and PoW is the importance of the amount of stake
(coins) and of how many times the nonce is adjusted. PoS is also a probabilistic-finality
consensus protocol [7].

Raft reaches a consensus by an elected leader. A node in a blockchain system with
Raft is either a leader or a follower and can be a candidate in an election scenario when a
current leader is unavailable. The Raft leader has the responsibility of logging replications
to the followers, and it periodically notifies the followers of its alive state by sending a
heartbeat message. Raft implements a consensus based on the leader schema. The whole
blockchain system has only one elected leader, which has full responsibility for managing
logged replications to followers.

PBFT provides a practical Byzantine state machine replication that tolerates the
Byzantine Generals’ Problem caused by malicious nodes. It assumes that these malicious
nodes have independent failures and send manipulated messages. Distributed nodes in a
blockchain system with PBFT are appointed as leaders, in turn, and others are appointed as
backup nodes. All nodes in the blockchain system assume that all honest nodes will make
an agreement by using predefined rules when communicating with each other.
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The above consensus algorithms are the main types of consensus algorithms used in
the blockchain system. They have different decentralization and transaction throughput
capabilities, and these consensus algorithms have their own application scenarios based on
the requirement of decentralization and performance grades.

The data structure of the transaction in most blockchains is simple. It includes a receiver
address, transaction amount, etc. In a typical blockchain system, such as Bitcoin, the receiver ad-
dress is located in the “Locking-Script” field of a transaction output, and the transaction amount
is located in the “Amount” field of a transaction, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. The blockchain
node verifies the validity and effectiveness of the transaction, while transactions are not classified
or processed with priority in the consensus procedure since there is no field in the transaction
data structure to describe the transaction priority or type [8]. There is an opportunity for opti-
mization by classifying and processing transactions with priority. The method introduced in
this paper uses a strategy that ensures that transactions with higher priority can be processed in
a timely manner.

Table 1. The structure of a transaction in Bitcoin.

Size Field Description

4 bytes Version Specifies which rules this transaction follows
1–9 bytes (VarInt) Input Counter How many inputs are included
Variable Inputs One or more transaction inputs
1–9 bytes (VarInt) Output Counter How many outputs are included
Variable Outputs One or more transaction outputs
4 bytes Locktime A Unix timestamp or block number

Table 2. The structure of a transaction output in Bitcoin.

Size Field Description

8 bytes Amount Bitcoin value in satoshis

1–9 bytes (VarInt)
Locking-

Script
Size

Locking-Script length in bytes, to follow

Variable Locking-
Script A script defining the conditions needed to spend the output

2.2. QoS Assurance

Previous studies show that most of the recently developed public blockchain systems
focus on increasing transaction throughput to improve scalability. Even if the existing
consortium blockchain TPS is improved compared with public blockchains, the efficiency
of the consensus algorithm is still low, and its fault tolerance is still poor [9].

Blockchain technology plays an important role in supporting Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) that guarantee quality of service (QoS) standards for various service providers.
Meanwhile, although smart contracts are applied in traditional cloud providers, SLAs are
rarely used to provide improved service [10].

The blockchain data are used in the BaaS system to provide a range of operational
services, such as search queries and task submission on the blockchain [11]. Driven by
BaaS, the content of a cloud service becomes more abundant, and the CSC increases its
requirements for QoS [12,13]. In order to solve the QoS assurance problem between the CSP
and CSC, one method is proposed to support the cloud computing service level agreement.
The purpose of this agreement is to create a healthy environment for operations on the
network so that the CSC can enjoy not only the service promised verbally by the CSP
but also a service that is regulated and fully protected [14].

Existing research recognizes the critical role played by the service provider [15], but it
lacks a valid method that enhances the consensus algorithm with improved QoS assurance.
Since smart contracts stand on the application layer, providing QoS assurance for smart
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contracts is relatively inefficient and is not the best choice; it is better to put this assurance
in the kernel module of the BaaS system for all transactions.

According to the above studies, the existing consensus algorithms cannot provide
effective support for SLAs between a CSP and a CSC. It is important to provide QoS
assurance in a consensus algorithm, and how various transactions are classified is key in
supporting QoS. As the KNN is one of the simplest classification methods, it was chosen
here for classifying transactions. The main aim of a KNN is to find k training samples
that are closest to the new sample and assign the majority label of the k samples to the
new sample. Despite its simplicity, the KNN has been successful in solving a wide range
of regression and classification problems, including handwritten characters and image
recognition scenarios. As a non-parametric approach, it often succeeds in classification
situations where the decision boundary is highly irregular [16].

In this paper, we introduce a KNN-based consensus algorithm for improved service
level agreements in BaaS systems. Even with the efficiency or poor fault tolerance in BaaS
systems, the QoS assurance between the CSC and the CSP is better achieved with the
enhanced consensus algorithm.

3. Problem Definition

Performance and scalability are always key non-functional requirements in appli-
cation systems, and such application systems generally achieve extremely high transac-
tion throughput. China’s central bank digital currency, DCEP, for example, has about
220,000 TPS. While blockchain systems or BaaS achieve a lower transaction throughput,
Bitcoin has 5.5 TPS, and Ethereum has 20 TPS on average. The CSP in BaaS can only provide
a similar transaction throughput performance; it cannot meet the requirements of the CSC
in the SLA due to the limitation of throughput [17].

The two major challenges of blockchain, scalability and throughput issues, have been
studied and improved extensively as the below methods.

Consortium blockchain does not use high-power consensus algorithms such as PoW.
They consume much effort and have a complicated consensus process. Hyperledger Fabric
is a typical consortium blockchain that uses a Raft or PBFT consensus algorithm [18] to
reach a consensus faster than a public blockchain that uses PoW or PoS. It can achieve
higher throughput than a public blockchain, and its throughput is 3500 TPS on average [17].

The Ethereum community scheduled a scaling method that performs sharding to im-
prove Ethereum’s scalability and capacity. It splits Ethereum data horizontally to spread the
load. After Ethereum upgrades to 2.0 with sharding, it is expected to reach 100,000 TPS [17].

NeuChain utilized an ordering-free consensus that makes ordering implicit through
deterministic execution to markedly improve the throughput of the blockchain system.
The distributed experimental results show that NeuChain can achieve 47.2–64.1X through-
put improvement over HyperLedger Fabric [19].

Some hardware methods to improve blockchain performance have been proposed.
For instance, a FPGA-based NoSQL caching system with high performance was proposed
to improve the throughput and scalability of the blockchain system, and this can increase
the throughput to about 10,000 TPS when a cache hit occurs [20].

Except for the above performance optimization for consensus algorithms, some pro-
posals for the optimization of other aspects related to the blockchain system and the
blockchain-based framework have also been researched. For some special scenarios, such
as confidential transactions, the SymmeProof method, used to reduce the transmission
cost, was proposed, and it can improve communication efficiency and indirectly improve
the transaction throughput for special types of transactions [21]. A mechanism where full
nodes can be compensated fairly for their full blockchain data storage and where clients
can query blockchain data effectively was constructed [22]. LineageChain provides an
innovative method to support efficient provenance and history data query processing [23].
The secure performance of the blockchain-based federated learning framework has been
proposed to be optimized [24].
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Due to the need to establish trust between completely anonymous entities, a time-
consuming mining-based consensus mechanism was used. Thus, it takes a long time to
achieve transaction finality and results in much lower transaction throughput. The limi-
tation of throughput can be increased by using the methods mentioned above. However,
compared to traditional e-business application systems that do not adopt blockchain tech-
nology, the optimized blockchain still presents a gap between throughput performance and
the requirements of e-business scenarios. Although some of the methods mentioned above
can improve the throughput of the blockchain system to different degrees, they generally
cannot be applied for most scenarios.

Considering the existing studies on blockchain performance optimization, the through-
put of a blockchain system cannot reach the same magnitude as traditional e-business
application systems. Therefore, another approach where the CSP of BaaS provides an SLA
that meets the CSC’s requirements is needed.

4. Preliminaries
4.1. BaaS

Blockchain as a Service (BaaS) is a service provided by third parties that create and
manage cloud-based networks for customers building their own blockchain applications.
The decentralization of blockchain, the pervasiveness of IoT, and the high computing power
of cloud computing are combined in BaaS, while the transparency and openness of the
system are ensured. The main functional behaviors of blockchain, such as off-chain and
on-chain synchronization, node validity, consensus, and forking, are managed by BaaS.
The CSC can fully outsource the technical overhead to the CSP [25].

BaaS inherits blockchain’s challenges, synchronization mechanism, transaction through-
put, storage space, network congestion, accessibility, and cost issues, among others. As dis-
cussed in Section 3, the transaction throughput of the blockchain system cannot be im-
proved to match the magnitude of traditional e-business application systems. BaaS also
has a transaction throughput issue that cannot be completely resolved. This paper depicts
a method to optimize SLAs for key transactions when transaction throughput cannot be
further promoted in BaaS.

4.2. Cloud Computing SLAs in BaaS

BaaS is introduced as an important part of the cloud service platform of several
giant enterprises that can provide a trustworthy decentralization service, such as the
Alibaba-built BaaS system on Kubernetes, the IBM-built BaaS system on Bluemix, and the
Microsoft-built BaaS system on the Microsoft Azure cloud platform [2].

An SLA formally defines the relationship between two or more parties in BaaS, one of
which is the CSC and one of which is the CSP. It specifies what CSCs can be served by a
CSP, the obligations that both the CSC and the CSP shall fulfill, the objectives of the service
related to performance, availability, and security, and the processes that guarantee compli-
ance with SLAs. In general, an SLA includes the following typical components: the type of
service to be provided; the desired performance level of the service; the reporting process
that occurs when the service is unstable or unavailable; the time frame for responding and
issuing a problem resolution; the schema for monitoring and reporting the service level;
the consequences that result when the CSP does not fulfill its promises; termination clauses;
and constraints of service. The SLA is used to evaluate the QoS provided by the CSP in
BaaS, as in IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS.

4.3. KNN

As a typical supervised learning method in machine learning, the k-nearest neighbors
algorithm (KNN) has shown its advantages for both classification and prediction [26–28].
It is a supervised learning classifier and is used to classify or predict the grouping of an
individual data point according to the distance between different feature vectors. KNN has
two main phases: (1) the training phase, in which feature vectors are stored and labels of
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the training samples are classified, and (2) the classification phase, in which an unlabeled
vector is classified by assigning the most frequent label among the k training samples that
are nearest to that vector. Although it can be used in either regression or classification, it is
typically used as a classification algorithm, as in this paper.

The parameter k of the KNN has an extraordinary impact on the classification result,
and the data impact the best choice of k. In general, a larger k reduces the effect of noise on
classification, but it is then less distinct among class boundaries. Cross-validation is used
when assigning different k values to different test samples in previous solutions. A kTree
method that learns different optimal k values for different tests of individual data points is
proposed in the training stage during kNN classification [29].

Although KNN was developed by Joseph Hodges and Evelyn Fix in 1951 [30], due to
its simple implementation and relatively excellent performance, it, along with its improved
methods, has been widely used in the applications of several industries in the last three
years, including cancer diagnosis in medicine [31], gas-bearing reservoir prediction in
geophysics [32], and antenna optimization and design in the electronic industry [33]. This
paper applies the KNN to classify the priority of the transaction in BaaS, and transactions
are executed with different priorities based on priority classification. It should be noted
that the KNN can be replaced by other classification models in practice.

5. KNN-Based Consensus Algorithm

We propose a KNN-based consensus algorithm in this paper, and we describe this
algorithm in three subsections: the Priority-Queue-Enabled Transaction Pool, Attribute Se-
lection in the KNN-Based Consensus Algorithm, and Transactions Classified to a Different
Priority Queue by Adopting the KNN-Based Consensus Algorithm. The first subsection
introduces how the existing consensus algorithm puts newly received transactions into
the transaction pool and points out that our optimization aim is to classify newly received
transactions and determine their priority according to the classification results. The second
subsection explains how classification attributes are selected, and the third subsection
introduces how transactions are classified and how the transaction pool is filled according
to the classified priority queue.

5.1. The Priority-Queue-Enabled Transaction Pool

The blockchain system only allows a limited number of transactions since a block can
only contain a limited number of transactions. Transactions that exceed the limit of arrival
should not be included in the block. For example, in a four-node consortium blockchain
system, a Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance algorithm [34] (also known as PBFT) is
applied, where multiple clients connect to the blockchain system, and the transaction count
limit of the transaction pool is set to 1000. As the leader node, Node4 picks the transactions
to be sent to the Transaction Pool. However, once it reaches the pool limit, the transactions
that arrive later will not be sent to the transaction pool. The existing PBFT consensus
protocol can be illustrated in Figure 1.

A new priority-queue-enabled transaction pool is introduced in this paper. Based on
the attributes, received transactions should be classified into queues of different priorities,
and each queue is a first-in first-out queue. The transactions that arrive later are cached
once the queue is full. The details on how the attributes are selected and how the incoming
transactions are classified will be presented in the following subsections.
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Figure 1. The PBFT consensus protocol.

5.2. Attribute Selection in the KNN-Based Consensus Algorithm

The account type, the CSC (cloud service consumer) type, and the contract type i
chosen as the attributes to be used in the KNN algorithm to calculate the distance.

(1) Account type. There are different kinds of roles in the blockchain system. Roles
based on access control should usually be defined in the system, such as chain ad-
ministrators, system administrators, and ordinary accounts. Chain administrators
have access control permissions, that is, grant permissions. System administrators
need to manage permissions related to system functions, and each permission should
be granted independently, including contract deployment, user table creation, node
management, and system parameter modification. Chain administrators can autho-
rize other accounts to be chain administrators or system administrators or authorize
ordinary accounts to write table lists. Table 3 lists the permissions related to the roles.

Table 3. Permissions related to the roles.

Permission Type

Permission of chain administrators
Permission of system administrators
Permission to deploy contracts
Permission to create user tables
Permission to manage nodes
Permission to modify system parameters
Permission to write user tables

(2) CSC type. Transactions from different CSCs have varying priorities. Since CSC
clients run similar CSCs, they should have similar priorities. However, if a CSC client
experiences limitations in terms of CPU, memory, storage, or network resources, it
may need to adjust the CSC priority accordingly.

(3) Contract type. Besides contracts relating to chain management, there are many smart
contracts. Some of them handle time-critical applications, some of them handle
applications that are not so critical but are urgent, and some of them do not care about
the timing. In the consortium Blockchain FISCO BCOS [35], for example, there are
many contract types in the consortium Blockchain system, as shown in Tables 4 and 5.
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Table 4. Address range in FISCO BCOS [35].

Address Use Address Range

Ethereum precompiled 0x0001–0x0008
Reserve 0x0008–0x0fff
Precompiled contracts in FISCO BCOS 0x1000–0x1006
Reserved in FISCO BCOS 0x1007–0x5000
Interval assigned by user 0x5001–0xffff
Reserved for CRUD 0x10000+
Used by Solidity Other address

Table 5. Precompiled contracts in FISCO BCOS [35].

Address Feature

0x1000 managing system parameters
0x1001 contract of the table factory
0x1002 implementing CRUD operations
0x1003 managing consensus nodes
0x1004 Contract Name Services
0x1005 managing storage table authorities
0x1006 configuring parallel contracts

The chain management contracts have higher priority when we send transactions to the
Tx pool. For those fundamental contracts, such as the table factory and CRUD operations,
we cannot determine the priority that depends on the CSC’s request. The contract type can
be used to calculate the priority.

5.3. Transactions Classified to a Different Priority Queue by Adopting the KNN-Based
Consensus Algorithm

A KNN-based consensus algorithm is proposed to select the transactions for the queue.
When a CSC is registered, we can obtain the key properties of the transactions in this
CSC, which may impact its transaction priority, such as the SLA type, the contract type,
the account type, the CSC type, the CPU type, the memory size, the storage type, and the
network bandwidth.

Classification is an important task in machine learning. The KNN algorithm is simple
and accurate and is used for regression models and pattern classification [36]. The term
“non-parametric” is used when there are no parameters, or there is a fixed number of
parameters, regardless of data size. The size of the training dataset determines the param-
eters, although no assumptions need to be made about the underlying data distribution.
Therefore, KNN is probably the best choice for any classification study that involves little
or no prior knowledge of the data distribution. KNN is also a lazy learning method,
which means it stores all training data and waits to generate test data without creating a
learning model [37]. This is the reason why the KNN algorithm was chosen to optimize the
consensus algorithm.

The KNN algorithm classifies as follows: there is an existing set of sample data or a
training set. All of these data have been labeled, and we know the class of each piece of
data. When a new piece of data has no label, we compare that new piece of data with
every existing piece of data. We then take the nearest neighbors and check their labels. We
look at the k data that are most similar to the known dataset, which is what k represents.
Finally, we perform a majority vote on the similar k data, and the label of the winning vote
is selected as the new class to be assigned to the new piece of data. The detailed steps to
calculate distance and determine the k value are listed below:
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(1) The distance calculation and normalization procedure is as follows: We can use

d(p, q) =

√
n

∑
i=0

(pi − qi)2

to calculate the Euclidean Distance between input data and existing data. Which term
in the above equation makes the most difference? It must be the one with the largest
magnitude. To reduce the impacts of the magnitude, we need to normalize the sample
data to give all factors an equivalent weight. In this paper, every attribute is scaled
from 0 to 1, which can be formulated as

newValue = (oldValue−min)/(max−min).

(2) The KNN algorithm does not need a training procedure. However, the selection of
k is important for accuracy. Basically, k should be an integer between 1 and 20. We
divided the sample data into two portions: 90% of them was used for the known set,
while the remaining 10% was for testing. We increase k successively and calculate the
accuracy. The k value that achieves the highest accuracy is chosen for classifying the
transactions from the incoming client in the final algorithm. Algorithm 1 describes
the procedure by which the incoming transaction is classified into different priority
queues, while Algorithm 2 details how transactions are collected and sent to Tx Pool.
In the system, there are N queues starting from Q1 to QN , where QN and Q1 have the
highest and lowest priority, respectively. n is in 1..N, and Qn. size denotes the number
of transactions in Qn.

Algorithm 1 Transaction classification.

Input: Tx: The incoming transaction; Q1 . . . QN : The priority Q list from Q1 to QN ; sample:
The sample dataset;

Output: updated Qn
1: Initial trainingData = prepareLabeledDataset(sample); . Prepare training dataset
2: n = classify(Tx,trainingData,k) . Classify Tx with given training data and k value,n

means which Qn it belongs to
3: if (Qn. size < MAX_SIZE) then
4: PUSH Tx to Qn; . PUSH Tx to corresponding Qn once the Q isn’t full
5: else
6: Save Tx to memory pool; . Otherwise temporarily save the Tx to memory pool
7: end if
8: return Qn

Algorithm 2 Prepare the Tx Pool.

Input: Q1 . . . QN : The priority queue list from Q1 to QN ; POOL_LIMIT: The limit on the
number of transactions that can be accommodated in the Tx_Pool;

Output: Tx_Pool
1: Set Tx_Pool to empty, j = N; . j = N −→ start to pick up priority queue item from QN

to Q1
2: while (Tx_Pool. size < POOL_LIMIT) and (j > 0) do . Keep filling the pool in order

of priority of the queue items until j ≤ 0 or Tx_Pool is full
3: Fill Tx_Pool with Qj
4: j−− . Move to the next lower priority queue item
5: end while
6: Save remaining queue items to memory pool if the Tx_Pool is full;
7: return Tx_Pool
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With the KNN algorithm, the consensus algorithm can be optimized with SLA as-
surance. Any transaction that is classified with higher priority can be handled earlier.
Figure 2 shows the data flow through which transactions are selected and sent to the
transaction pool.

Figure 2. Data flow through which transactions are selected and sent to the transaction pool.

Figure 3 provides the overall framework of the enhanced KNN-enabled consensus
algorithm. As shown in the figure, the newly added KNN-enabled transaction classification
module is a new concept in the BaaS system. Any CSP can integrate this module into
its BaaS framework when it wants to provide a guaranteed SLA to the CSC. Some minor
changes are required when preparing the transaction pool, which picks up transactions
in the order of priority. If the SLA of one transaction is 1 s, 2000 transactions come in
within 1 s, the TPS of the BaaS system is 1000, and the CSP receives this transaction with
a sequence number 1100. Only transactions with a sequence number smaller than 1000
can be handled, so this transaction cannot meet the requirements of the SLA. With this
KNN-enabled consensus algorithm, since it has a higher priority, it can be sent to the
transaction pool with a smaller sequence number (e.g., 100), and it can be handled earlier
within the SLA.

Figure 3. The KNN-enabled PBFT consensus algorithm.

6. Simulation Experiments and Analysis
6.1. TPS Limit Measured from the Existing BaaS System

To evaluate the proposed consensus algorithm, we ran a performance test on the
well-known FISCO-BCOS Consortium Blockchain system. The flowchart of the test process
is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Performance test flow chart.

We deployed a Cloud Virtual Machine standard type S3 on the Tencent Cloud to
simulate the BaaS system. Tables 6 and 7 list the details of the hardware and software
environment, respectively.

Table 6. Virtual machine hardware configuration.

Hardware Type Hardware Configuration

CPU Intel Xeon Cascade Lake 8255C (2.5 GHz)
vCPU 4 Core
Memory (GB) 4 GB
System disk type High-performance cloud disk
System disk size (GB) 50 GB
Bandwidth 100 Mbps

Table 7. Virtual machine software configuration.

Software Type Software Version

FISCO BCOS V2.7.2
OS CentOS 7.6 64 bit
WeBase V1.5.1
JAVA jdk1.8.0
IDE IntelliJ IDEA 2022.2.2 (Ultimate Edition)

A JAVA performance testing application [38] was used to measure the TPS on the BaaS
simulation system. It started at 1000 transactions and set the TPS limit from 10 to 100 with
a step of 10. Figure 5 shows the Actual TPS/TPS Limit results. The TPS limit setting is the
maximum number of transactions that the testing application is allowed to send, and the
actual TPS is the actual number of transactions that the testing application sends. If the
actual TPS is smaller than the TPS limit setting, then the testing application has reached the
maximum TPS supported by the BaaS system.
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Figure 5. TPS limit of the performance evaluation system.

6.2. Simulation Experiments with the Existing Consensus Algorithm

We considered transaction type, account type, and CSC type as the input features of
the KNN. The normalized values are from 0 to 1, where 0 is the highest priority and 1 is the
lowest priority.

Without a KNN-based consensus algorithm, the transactions should be handled in
a FIFO way. In this way, the transaction that arrived early will be served early. We
generated 1000 transactions with different transaction types, account types, CSC types,
and arrival times. Table 8 shows part of the transaction data. Algorithm 3 illustrates how
the transaction pool picks up the transactions in a FIFO way. Correspondingly, Figure 6
shows a scatter diagram of the handled transactions.

Table 8. Samples of transactions.

Transaction Type Account Type CSC Type Arriving Time (ms)

0.503 0.536 0.592 506
0.014 0.399 0.454 539
0.655 0.547 0.991 52
0.328 0.095 0.579 152
0.271 0.810 0.502 822
0.734 0.675 0.667 391
... ... ... ...
0.608 0.726 0.806 84
0.472 0.610 0.017 935
0.410 0.239 0.538 257
0.870 0.715 0.617 23

Algorithm 3 Transactions selected with the FIFO method.

Input: Tx_Table: A 2D array as the transaction table, one row presents one Tx;
Output: Q: An FIFO Q with all transactions;

1: Set Q to empty;
2: while (Q. size < Tx_MAX) and (Tx_Table has unused transaction) do . Keep picking

up Tx fromTx_Table until Q is full or Tx_Table has no unused transaction
3: Get a new Tx from Tx_Table
4: Insert Tx to Q
5: end while
6: return Q

Figure 6 shows that, with the FIFO method, transactions that arrive earlier will be
handled earlier, even if it has a lower priority classified by their attributes. The transac-
tion start time is irrelevant to its priority, and the higher priority transaction will not be
handled earlier.
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Figure 6. FIFO way transaction scatter diagram.

6.3. Simulation Experiments with the KNN-Enabled Enhanced Consensus Algorithm
6.3.1. First Round of k Value Selection

In this paper, Algorithms 1 and 2 are used to classify 1000 transactions into 5 priority
queues using the KNN algorithm, in which the number of nearest neighbors, k is an
important parameter. First, we apply Algorithm 4 to the selection of the best k value. It
adopts the KNN classification using Scikit-learn in python. Generally, the dataset is split
into a training set and a testing set. We then run the KNN classifier with different k values.
The accuracy score is used to check the accuracy of our KNN model and the k value. The k
value with the highest accuracy score should be selected as the best k value for handling
unknown incoming transactions and checking its target priority.

Algorithm 4 KNN k value selection with a single training/test set split.

Input: Training_Data: The prepared transaction training data; Training_Target: The target
priority of the prepared transaction training data; k: The k value used in KNeigh-
borsClassifier function;

Output: accuracy_score: The accuracy score of the given k value;
1: Xtrain, Xtest, ytrain, ytest=train_test_split(Training_Data, Training_Target, test_size =

0.3); . The dataset is split into a training set and a testing set, and the testing set size is
30 percent

2: knn = neighbors.KNeighborsClassifier(k, weights = “distance”) . Prepare the KNN
classifier by using the Scikit-learn module with the specified k value

3: knn.fit(Xtrain, ytrain) . Fit the KNN classifier with the split training set
4: yprediction = knn.predict(Xtest) . Predict the target priority of the split testing set
5: accuracy_score = accuracy_score(ytest, yprediction) . Check the accuracy of the target

priority of the testing set
6: return accuracy_score

We plotted the accuracy of different k values ranging from 1 to 20 in Figure 7. It
demonstrates that k = 12 can achieve the highest accuracy among all k values. Therefore,
we used k = 12 for KNN in all remaining experiments. A flowchart for classifying all
1000 transactions into the 5 priority queues once k is fixed is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Transaction classification.

6.3.2. Choose a k Value in K-Fold cross-Validation

In Section 6.3.1, we presented the initial method for selecting the best value of k.
However, is this the optimal k value? In the first round’s KNN k value, we only use a
single training/test set split. The test set will only include a small portion of randomly
selected data. In this scenario, the test set may not accurately represent “new unseen data”,
which could lead to an overestimation of performance if it is used alone (due to potentially
significant variability in the test results). By using cross-validation, all available data can be
used for testing purposes, thereby ensuring that “bad” observations also play a role during
the testing process. The train–test split and k-fold cross-validation are both examples of
resampling methods in statistics. Resampling methods involve taking a sample from a
dataset and using it to estimate unknown quantities. These techniques are particularly
useful in machine learning and data analysis when a limited amount of data is available
for model training and evaluation. The k value generated by using only one training/test
set split will change due to the selection of the training/test set. We must use k-fold
cross-validation to eliminate this effect, so we use the following algorithm to ensure that
we consider all of the elements in the dataset. We finally obtain a k value of 4, as shown in
Figure 9 below.
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Figure 9. Cross-validated accuracy score scatter diagram.

6.3.3. Performance Optimization and Evaluation

When we obtain an optimal k value, we use 1000 transactions as the training set,
and their layout is shown in Figure 10. In the figure, different categories of data in the
training set data sometimes overlap (meaning that the categories of this part of the data are
blurred). This part of the data will cause some model overfitting. Based on the learning
curve in Figure 11, we know that there are still opportunities to optimize performance.
One idea is to directly remove this part of the overlapping data, which is referred to as a
clipping method.
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Figure 10. Original training set scatter diagram.
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Figure 11. Original training set learning curve scatter diagram.

The clipping method randomly divides the training set, D, into two parts. One part
is used as a new training set, and the other part is used as a test set. Based on the new
training set, the KNN method is used to classify the test set, and the misclassified samples
are removed from the entire training set. Since the division of the training set D is randomly
divided, it is difficult to ensure that the samples in the overlapping part of the data will be
eliminated in the first clip. After obtaining the new training set, the above operations can
be repeated, and clearer class boundaries can be obtained. We can obtain its layout image
(Figure 12) and learning curve (Figure 13), as shown below. Compared with the original
training set, we achieved improved performance with a smaller size.
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Figure 12. Clipping training set scatter diagram.

By observing the learning curve optimized by the clipping method, it can be seen
that when the number of samples is around 300, it already has a good fitting performance.
At the same time, as shown by the layout of samples in Figure 12, there are a large number
of samples in the center of each class, indicating that we can reduce the size of the training
set by compressing the KNN training set. The compressing method is used when a large
number of samples of the same type are concentrated in the center of the cluster, and these
concentrated samples have little effect on classification, so these samples can be discarded.
The training set is divided into two parts in this method. The first part is a store that contains
a portion of the samples, and the second part is a grab bag that contains the remaining
samples. The store is used for the training set of the KNN model, and the grabbag is
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used for the test set. The misclassified samples are moved from the grab bag to the store.
The store continues to be used with increased samples, and the grab bag with decreased
samples is used to train and test the KNN model again until all samples in the grab bag are
correctly classified or until the number of samples in the grab bag is 0. After compression,
the store keeps a portion of the randomly selected samples at initialization as well as the
misclassified samples in each subsequent cycle. Since the clipping method removes all
outliers, these selected misclassified samples are concentrated at the edge of the cluster and
are considered correct samples with a large classification effect. The final training set is
smaller. We can see its layout in Figure 14. The learning curve in Figure 15 shows that the
training set still has a similar accuracy to that of the clipping training set.

Each transaction will be executed with its priority, and arrival time is only used
when the transactions have the same priority. If two transactions have the same priority,
the transaction that arrived earlier will be executed earlier. Table 9 describes the priority
and new start time of each transaction based on its attributes.
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Figure 13. Clipping training set learning curve scatter diagram.
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Figure 14. Compressing training set scatter diagram.
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Table 9. Transactions with priority and new start time.

Transaction Type Account Type CSC Type Arrival Time
(ms) Priority Start Time

(ms)

0.077 0.132 0.058 396 1 1
0.133 0.029 0.226 330 1 2
0.031 0.007 0.213 500 1 3
0.208 0.017 0.174 132 1 4
0.116 0.069 0.007 326 1 5
... ... ... ... ... ...
0.067 0.306 0.009 499 1 12
0.034 0.143 0.545 331 2 13
0.496 0.066 0.171 393 2 14
0.248 0.371 0.122 788 2 15
... ... ... ... ... ...

With the proposed KNN consensus algorithm, the scatter diagram of the transactions
is shown in Figure 16, where 1 is the highest priority, and 5 is the lowest priority. Differently
from the start time that only relates to the arrival time in the FIFO method, as shown in
Figure 6, the start time with the KNN-based consensus algorithm relates to the priority of
the transaction, which introduces the QoS method to the consensus algorithm and helps to
better achieve SLA requirements and provide BaaS users an improved experience.
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Figure 16. Prioritized transaction scatter diagram.

When a new transaction needs to be added to the transaction pool, it needs to be
classified by the KNN algorithm. The prediction is only determined by the number of
sample points in the training set, which is a constant value once the training set is finalized.
The time complexity of this algorithm is O(1), and the space complexity is also O(1), which
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is irrelevant to the number of transactions in the transaction pool. After adopting the
clipping and compressing algorithms, the number of samples in the training set is greatly
reduced while ensuring a good fitting performance. The given example reduces the number
of samples from 1000 to 200+. Algorithm 5 describes how a new transaction is added to the
priority queue with the new compressed training set.

Algorithm 5 New transaction classification.

Input: Tx: The new transaction; Q1 . . . QN : The priority Q list from Q1 to QN ; k: The best k
in K-fold Cross-Validation Traning_data: The compressed training data; Traning_target:
The compressed training target;

Output: Updated Qn
1: Initial KNN_cl f = neighbors.KNeighborsClassi f ier(n_neighbors = k); . Prepare

KNeighborsClassifier with the best k value
2: KNN_cl f . f it(Traning_data, Traning_target) . Fit the compressed training data and

target to the KNeighborsClassifier
3: predict = KNN_cl f .predict(Tx) . Predict the class of new incoming Tx
4: if (predict == n) and (Qn. size < MAX_SIZE) then
5: PUSH Tx to Qn; . PUSH Tx to Qn once the Q isn’t full
6: else
7: Save Tx to memory pool; . Otherwise temporarily save the Tx to memory pool
8: end if
9: return Qn

Compared with existing blockchain consensus algorithms, the proposed KNN-based
consensus algorithm guarantees that higher priority transactions are executed earlier.
Table 9 shows that the CSC type is important for calculating the priority. If a CSC has a
short SLA requirement, its CSC type should be assigned with a high priority. This helps to
deliver services to the CSCs within the SLA limitation in the BaaS system. Considering the
transaction with attributes {0.034, 0.143, 0.545} in Table 9 as an example, its arrival time is 331.
Without the proposed KNN-based optimization consensus algorithm, the transaction pool
assigns it with a sequence number of 331. If the SLA of this transaction has a short duration,
the transaction may miss the SLA. With the KNN-based consensus algorithm, however, it
should be classified into a higher target priority queue. In this way, the transaction pool
assigns it with a sequence number of 13 and, therefore, is more likely to satisfy the SLA.

7. Conclusions

Most existing consensus algorithms do not consider the priority. If a high-priority
transaction comes late, it needs to wait until other, lower-priority transactions are handled.
Due to the TPS limitation, it is difficult to meet SLA requirements in the BaaS system. This
paper proposes a KNN-based consensus algorithm to enhance the SLA handling in the
BaaS system. With the KNN-based consensus algorithm, each transaction is handled based
on its priority. The transactions that arrive late but have high priority can be handled
early. In this way, the BaaS system can better satisfy the SLA between the CSP and the
CSC. The proposed KNN-based blockchain consensus algorithm is a common solution,
and we only choose three attributes for classification. The experimental results illustrate
the advantages of the proposed algorithm. In the future, we will consider more attributes
for classification and try using other classification methods that can outperform the KNN.
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